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	The appendages at the end of our forelimbs tend to attract the evolutionary and

	clinical limelight, but our feet are as important as our hands for our survival and

	success as a species. We tend to take them for granted, yet the many millions of

	modern humans who run either competitively or for recreation, or who play sports

	such as soccer, tennis, and badminton, or who ride, or dance, or swim, or climb, or

	who stand and walk as part of their work, all depend on their feet. We submit them

	to unreasonable loads, and expect them to survive our pounding them on hard

	pavements. We also add insult to injury by squeezing them into fashionable but

	uncomfortable footwear which does not conform to the shape of the foot.





	All this means that many professionals make their living caring for our feet.

	Worldwide many hundreds of thousands of professional people spend most of

	their working life looking after the foot. They include orthopaedic surgeons,

	rheumatologists, diabetologists, orthotists and prosthetists, physical therapists,

	and podiatrists of whom there are at least 15,000 in the United States of America

	alone.
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Andrew Rollings and Ernest Adams on Game DesignNew Riders Publishing, 2003
How do you turn a great idea into a game design? What makes one  design better than another? Why does a good design document matter, and how do  you write one? This book answers these questions and stimulates your  creativity!

Game design consists of four essential tasks: imagining a game,  defining the...
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Rainbow Connections of Graphs (SpringerBriefs in Mathematics)Springer, 2012

	Rainbow connections are natural combinatorial measures that are used in applications to secure the transfer of classified information between agencies in communication networks. Rainbow Connections of Graphs covers this new and emerging topic in graph theory and brings together a majority of the results that deal with the...
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Sams Teach Yourself Flash MX ActionScript in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Macromedia Flash delivers sound, interactivity, graphics, and animations across multiple browsers and platforms. It enables developers to create interactive interfaces and distinctive Web applications. ActionScript is the behind-the-scenes programming language that offers greater control and functionality in Flash...
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Exploring the Raspberry Pi 2 with C++Apress, 2015

	You have a Pi 2, but what exactly can you do with it? This book takes you on a tour of the Pi 2 hardware and all of the fantastic things that you can do to create innovative and useful projects with your Pi. Start with creating a workstation that does actual work, and move into installing a custom kernel, creating a clock, learning the ins...
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Advances in Computer and Information Sciences and EngineeringSpringer, 2008


	This book includes Volume I of the proceedings of the 2007 International Conference on Systems,

	Computing Sciences and Software Engineering (SCSS). SCSS is part of the International Joint Conferences

	on Computer, Information, and Systems Sciences, and Engineering (CISSE 07). The proceedings are a set

	of rigorously reviewed...
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Novell's CNE Update to NetWare 6 Study GuideNovell Press, 2003
Novell certifies thousands of professionals worldwide to manage and support their IT products.  Novell certifications involve real-world requirements and performance-based testing.  The quality of Novell certified professionals set the Novell certification programs about the rest of the global standard for the IT industry.  Eighty percent of hiring...
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